Abstract: In present scenario, imaging in act an important role throughout the integrated medical process from indicative and find out about diseases through studies. Considering most of the imaging techniques have gone directly digital, with unceasingly increasing perseverance, these medical image processing has to confront many upcoming challenges from broad data measures. In our paper we describe the process of analysing cancer cell and how image processing is helpful and immensely important in medical science. The paper analyse and discover bacteria under blood cells through its rate of growth of bacteria in blood with the help of object recognition technique of image processing by getting the image through microscope. This work presents an precise way of static image processing technique of object recognition for detection and prognosis of cancer cell. This method used for diagnosis of abnormal growth of cells in any body part using blood cell image. This procedure include artificial expert system techniques, such as machine learning, artificial neural network, and fuzzy logic with medical imaging techniques. We subsist blood images as input for our expert system to analyse and detect the classification of growth of abnormal cell through static image processing technique. This paper presents another technique of image processing as pattern recognition for analysis and classification of cancer cells using microscopic blood cells images..The proposed method achieved sensitivity of 80%. specificity of 91.04% and accuracy of 96.4%.
Introduction
Cancer is the general label for a mass of more that 100 diseases. Despite the fact, cancer comprise different types of diseases, it has been described as a heterogeneous disease expressed by countless different subtypes. Without medication, cancer can cause genuine health dilemma and even hard to survive. A bit previous diagnosis and prognosis of a cancer have become a obligation in cancer research, as it can expedite the consecutive clinical management of person being treated for medical problems. Beforehand analysis and classification of cancer may reduce fatality and depression. These previous approach include medical imaging techniques such as X-ray, ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, and computed tomography scan images. These imaging techniques are most crucial approach for decisive diagnosis of human cancer. This work presents an precise way of static image processing technique of object recognition for detection and prognosis of cancer cell. This method used for diagnosis of abnormal growth of cells in any body part using blood cell image. This procedure include artificial expert system techniques, such as machine learning, artificial neural network, and fuzzy logic with medical imaging techniques. The process includes blood cell images, through microscope, and using image colour detection process. The proposed method achieved sensitivity of 80%. specificity of 91.04% and accuracy of 96.4%.
In the above work, we performed coding in java script with the help of tensor flow library for image processing. We have used python rather than java or JavaScript as in JavaScript there are many limitations which is overcome by python. In the same manner, we could use java but in java there comes a problem of transferring or sharing data. That means if we have created this software in java than the major issue is of deportation of software form one system to another. As java is known for "Write Once Run Anywhere" but if will work in same version of java. In the proposed method pattern will be recognised in particular area of the image which is inserted to our software using web camera. One more crutial stage comes, in making of this software, if new blood sample image will be there that time programmer can train the software on the spot. This project is just the prototype for the original one.
Literature Survey
Detecting Cancer Cell in dense tissue can be difficult task as this tends to be laborious to find out cancer cell in small part of blood. In this chapter, it encompasses of the review of the previous paper. It consist of objective and the concept used to get to their objective. In one of the review paper presents a comparison among the different classifiers such as Multilayer Perception (MLP), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), Bayesian Logistic Regression (BLR) and k-star by using classification accuracy and error rate based on the percentage split method. The result shows that the best algorithm in WEKA is MLP classifier with an accuracy of 83.333% and kappa statistics is 0.625.
In the next paper aims at early detection of cancer through an automated process to minimize human error and making the process more accurate and hassle-free. In the proposed work, image processing algorithms and artificial neural network have been employed to design an automated process for early stage detection of lung cancer. 
Problem Statement
The basic objectives of the proposed work on "an artificial system for prognosis cancer cells through blood cell images" can be summarized as follows:
To gets the probability of cancer on time before it gets more hazardous. Through this software patient get to know about the disease on time and can be cured on time. Through symptoms, this is stored in its database, patient get to know about disease easily. To develop an efficient software for detecting cancer cells. This work will be helpful for the rural areas, where people have no idea about how to diagnose cancer . This system is efficient enough through work efficiency of its software and less time consumption to get to the result. To develop less error sensitive software. Nowadays, professionals work on blood sample and reach the output which sometimes leads to some miscalculations also. This is what will be reduced with this software. To train the software for new sample of blood. This software is helpful for new input or new blood sample images. It can be trained as easy as possible. To use mathematical concepts previously used MATLAB but in development of this software we used tensor flow library in java script rather than java and python. To develop a software for reliable result. Probability factor is helpful in this work to tell the subject about how much probability of cancer in there blood sample. To make this software easy portable from one system to another. For this we have used python as in python we need not have to worry about same version in the other system also. This software is also useful in detecting depression by using face detection process. By inserting image through web cam we can also detect whether the person is sad or happy. This software is also useful to detect sickling. As for future enhancement if we train this software about the shape of Red blood cells it will detect the sickle cell anaemia with the help of shape detection process.
Methodology
This section consists of methodology which will be implemented to reach the above mentioned objective. This software will be explained through flow diagram, to explain the implementation process which will help us to reach the output.
In Image processing, Image acquisition technique will help to grasp image through web camera in the system than it can also store that image form through train factor and it will check those in its database and then show us the result. The probability of suffering through cancer cells will be shown in the output. This software is also helpful in training of any blood sample image on the spot. The blood sample image through microscope of microscopic image of blood will be shown as object to camera of the system, this is under object recognition. It will check whether that image is of blood sample or not. Than other concept of pattern recognition will introduce on the particular area of the image through image enhancement and segmentation. Then it will choose one of the segmented part than it will compare the pattern and the behaviour through stored data in the database. After the process it will tell about the probability of cancer.
Working Principle
Under this chapter we will discuss about the working principle of the software. It also have an algorithm of this software. After the formation of agglutination, the dynamic images captured and allowed to process in image processing toolbox. This proposed plan will work in the following manner:
Algorithm
Steps to get to the result:
Flow Chart
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Result
The research and technology in this area is constantly updating day by day. This work shows us probability of the blood sample. The below mentioned image is pass through pre-processing to obtain the behaviour and the pattern of cancer cell. The image is passed through the whole process so that the software give the result accurately. The next figure show how this software works by using this image processing technique.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the Cancer Cell Detector
The image is passed through this software will first go through image detection process that is, its a blood sample or not. After this it will enhance and segment the image so that it can read each and every pixel of the image. Then through pattern recognition it will check whether the image having cancer cell or not after counting the ration of the foreign body in the small segment and similarly it will find the same calculation in other segments also and calculate the probability of cancer cell.
Figure 4: Way to Train Image
Future scope: this work will help in finding sickle cell in the blood and if we train our software with different input images it will easily helpful in medical field.
Conclusion
Cancer is one of the major cause of death among these days. In the diagnosis process, due to the wide range of features associated to cell abnormalities some of them may be missed or misinterpreted. There is also a number of false positive findings and therefore a lot of unnecessary biopsies may be required. There are many diagnosis algorithms have been developed to give an accurate diagnosis and to reduce the number of cancer cell cells. Through this software it is easy to get the probability of having cancer as it is also not so expensive. Its just we need to train our software in such a way that it can recognize the pattern of cancer cell as well as behaviour of the cell so that it can recognize the probability of cancer easily. This software, we include image processing with the help of python, tensor flow as well as GUI for Graphics form. Python language is tremendously helpful as because of many reasons. Python is efficient enough in compare to other and most of the library is available in it. Python has more community support and tensor flow which is written in python can run CPU as well as GUI, which give more accurate result. These all combine to run this software in easily and accurately. This also clears that it is not so expensive like other diagnosis process are. 
